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The Evolution of Product Design  
and Design Teams

Technical or engineering drawings have come a long way since they first originated in 
the late 18th century. Advancements in technology have enabled engineers to detail 
their designs faster and more efficiently, progressing from hand-drawn, to computer-
aided drafting, to fully detailed 3D models all within the last few decades. Along with this 
evolution in technology, the design team, as we know it, has also evolved.

It wasn’t so long ago that entire project teams were all housed under the same roof. 
Engineers, draftsmen, machinists, everyone. This was not for convenience, but for 
necessity. The technology of the time prevented companies from working across multiple 
sites or utilizing outside resources as there was simply no way to transmit detailed 
engineering drawings efficiently. Rolled up blueprints in drawing tubes was your only 
option. If you were in a hurry, you paid for a courier.

As technology advanced and drawings moved from the drawing board onto the computer, 
things only got marginally better. Rather than creating engineering drawings on paper 
and storing them in a drawing cabinet under lock and key, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
software saved drawings in a file on a disk. CAD made drawings faster to create and 
edit, but conventional methods were still employed to communicate them. When a CAD 
drawing was complete, it was printed out on a large format pen plotter, checked manually, 
approved by a physical signature on the print and stored in the drawing cabinet under lock 
and key. If you needed a copy of a drawing, you had to ask for the cabinet keys and create 
a blueprint of the master copy under the watchful gaze of the drawing office manager. 
While the technology had advanced, the impact on efficiency was minimal and was 
perceived as more of a benefit to the designer than the business.

Paolo Monti - Servizio fotografico (Sesto San Giovanni, 1963) • https://commons.wikimedia.org

http://www.hpmuseum.net/images/DraftPro_1986-PromoPhoto-44.jpg
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The next big shift in the evolution of the drawing office was to make the 
CAD file the master. While this was certainly more efficient, it still locked 
your drawings inside expensive computer terminals. Anyone wishing to 
view a drawing had to ask the CAD operator to print it off. If the person who 
needed the drawing didn’t work in the same building, the paper copy had 
to be mailed. This introduced further issues – printing off a paper copy of 
the digital master created a version control nightmare, forcing companies 
to devise clever ways to manage controlled and uncontrolled drawings. 
Some companies (with more financial clout) could afford to implement 
rudimentary document management systems that could be used to 
version control the master CAD file. However, once a CAD file was printed 
off, it had to be marked “uncontrolled” to remind anybody who had a copy 
to check first if there was a later version before relying on the information 
they had in front of them.

One big advantage of CAD was that digital data could be transmitted 
over dedicated hardlines, so for the first time, companies could operate 
from multiple offices and manufacturing facilities in different parts of the 
world (providing they had deep pockets and the necessary hardware). It 
wasn’t until much later that CAD viewers emerged to let the shop floor and 
other users view the latest drawings, but they often required expensive 
hardware, software licenses, network infrastructure and an IT team to 
manage it all – which was out of reach for most engineering companies.

THE EVOLUTION OF 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
AND DESIGN TEAMS
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Then came 3D. This paradigm shift in CAD technology helped companies 
design and manufacture more sophisticated products at a faster rate, but 
in many cases the whole process of designing, checking and manufacturing 
products did not change. The single drawing file with multiple sheets that 
previously defined an entire product in 2D was now split up into hundreds if not 
thousands of individual files, making version control even more of a headache. 

These incremental advancements in design technology always focused 
on building more complex software to run on faster and more expensive 
hardware, rather than address the real issue. Engineers still had to sit at 
desks which often resulted in entire project teams still being forced to 
work under the same roof. As PCs and laptops became more powerful 
and less expensive, they gradually became more accessible and provided 
some level of mobility.

With this newfound freedom, design teams could now operate from any 
location in any time zone. Companies could work closely with contractors 
and suppliers and outsource manufacturing overseas. Engineers and 
designers could now do much more than sit at a desk all day – they 
became company advocates, visiting customers and suppliers and 
working closely with sales and marketing. Efficiency at last.

However, moving all this data around and trying to manage and keep 
track of it across multiple sites, countless hard drives and other storage 
media is fraught with dangers. Managing multiple copies of files strewn 
across multiple PCs, laptops, email servers, USB sticks and file-sharing 
services is just not possible. Files can be easily lost, stolen or corrupted 
and are potentially out-of-date the moment a copy is made.

THE EVOLUTION OF 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
AND DESIGN TEAMS
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Storing all your critical intellectual property (IP) in files forces you to be 
physically in front of your PC or laptop with a copy of all the files you 
need to view or edit. Therefore, before an engineer can leave the office in 
the evening and be ready for a customer visit the next day, they have to 
remember to:

Pack a laptop, charger and cables

Make sure all required files are checked-out and copied onto the 
laptop or a USB stick

Check that the correct version of software is installed, licensed and 
working correctly

If any of the above are not checked thoroughly or the customer wants to 
review a different project, the engineer may have made a wasted trip. He 
or she could attempt to get a copy of the required files or software from 
the office, via the internet, but there would be many stumbling blocks to 
overcome, such as:

Are the files small enough to be emailed? What are the security 
implications?

Do you need to VPN into the office network to get the files?  
How long will that take?

Has somebody already checked-out the files? Are they actively 
making changes?

Did you get all the files?

Can you make changes without overwriting other people’s work?

Is your CAD software up-to-date and able to open the files?

THE EVOLUTION OF 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
AND DESIGN TEAMS
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While laptop computers enable design teams to be more mobile, they are 
still not as portable as they could be. Even with laptops, having access 
to the data you need, when you need it, is still a showstopper. File-based 
CAD and its outdated technologies cause these problems and more, 
creating unnecessary bottlenecks and drains on your efficiency.

So what are the solutions to this age-old problem? There is only one – 
carry your CAD system and ALL of your CAD data with you wherever you 
go. That’s the only way to ensure that you never find yourself in any of the 
situations outlined above. But that’s not possible is it?

It is, if you consider that there is one computer that is always on and 
always with you – the one you carry around in your pocket. Smartphones 
and tablets harness massive amounts of computing power in small form 
factor devices that are infinitely more portable than laptops. If you could 
run CAD on a smartphone and get instant access to all your company 
design data, you could literally “CAD Anywhere.”

“Onshape is an amazing web browser based 
CAD program. The mobile app is real and you 
can design parts on your iPad very easily. If you 
ever want to show a model to someone all you 
need to do is share it and they can see the exact 
model.”

– Robert Erickson, 
   Mechanical Design      
   Engineer

source: G2.com

https://www.realclearscience.com/articles/2019/07/02/your_mobile_phone_vs_apollo_11s_guidance_computer_111026.html
https://www.g2.com/products/onshape/reviews?utf8=✓&order=g2_default&filters%5Bcomment_answer_values%5D=mobile#survey-response-224894
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What Does “CAD Anywhere” Really Mean?

When you think of the term “CAD Anywhere,” it instantly conjures up images of CAD 
users hard at work on top of snow-covered mountains, right? Of course not, but the term 
suggests that you should be able to CAD in weird and wacky places. “CAD Anywhere” 
simply means that if the need arises and you are not in front of your office computer, you 
can pick up any available device and make those design changes whenever and wherever 
you need to.

Sitting at your desktop PC with your desktop-installed CAD system is fine, some of the 
time. However, in order to carry out all of your responsibilities, you need the flexibility to be 
able to view and edit your designs at any time and from any place. You need true mobility 
to meet the tight deadlines and high expectations demanded by your customers.

One day you may need to work on your computer at your desk in the office, the next day 
work from home on your tablet, then the next day visit a customer site and use their 
computers to present your latest project ideas. To do this, moving from one device to 
another should be seamless and require little to no effort. Storing all your design data 
in one easily accessible place, so you never have to worry about copying data between 
devices ever again, is the only way forward.

Can you access your CAD work  
while hiking on a remote glacier?  
You sure can.
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File-based CAD systems tie you down to one computer, mainly for 
licensing reasons, but also because of the sheer size of the software 
install, the compute-and-graphics-intensive demands of that software, 
and the size and number of files required to store your data. A typical 
CAD install can be in excess of 10GB, so a beefy workstation-class 
desktop or laptop computer with a high-powered graphics card is 
required. Laptops powerful enough to run these resource-hogging CAD 
systems can cost thousands of dollars, and usually much more than their 
desktop equivalents. It is therefore likely that, unless you are on the road 
all of the time, your company will provide you with a desktop computer. 
Unfortunately, desktop computers are the antithesis of “CAD Anywhere.”

A laptop does give you more mobility, but trying to manage and keep track 
of thousands of CAD files (either through a PDM system or by a manual 
process using Windows Explorer) is highly inefficient and prone to errors. 
If you have to work on different computers regularly or need to share 
your designs with others, then you will need to make countless copies 
of your CAD files onto a USB stick, copy them to a file-sharing service 
like Dropbox, or email them. This old way of transferring data from one 
computer to another is fraught with dangers, both from an engineering 
productivity standpoint and a security standpoint. Making multiple 
uncontrolled copies of your valuable data is just asking for trouble.

While it may be unlikely that any of these things will happen to you, the fact 
that they could happen should be cause enough for concern:

You may not make a complete copy of all the latest, required files:

Your assembly will be incomplete if some part files are missing

Your assembly may open part files that are out-of-date

Your supplier may manufacture the wrong parts

Files Create Bottlenecks

1
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You could be working on files that are out-of-date:

Someone else could be editing another, more up-to-date copy  
of the same files

Conflicts could arise when trying to determine which is the 
latest, correct version

Multiple people could be overwriting each other’s work

You could lose your USB stick or your laptop could be stolen:

You cannot complete your work because all your files are  
now missing

Your valuable IP could get into the wrong hands

All your hard work is gone forever and must be recreated  
from scratch

You may need to work extensively with a third-party supplier:

Do they know which of the files is the latest version?

Do they have the same strict security procedures as you?

Have they manufactured the right part?

All the above issues incur delays, errors, rework and untold costs to 
your business. If none of these things have ever happened to you, be 
thankful. If they have, then you know how bad it can be.

If files can be removed from the equation and all design data can be 
stored in a single secure location, then there is no need for copies of 
your data to be anywhere it’s not supposed to be.

In summary, the only way to remove bottlenecks from 
your workflow is to eradicate files once and for all.

FILES CREATE
BOTTLENECKS

2

3

4
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An alternative to storing data in files is to store it in a database. The only way to 
make that data accessible from anywhere is to store it in the cloud. The only way 
to access data in a database in the cloud is via Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

Instead of downloading, installing and licensing software on your company 
servers, workstations and laptops, a SaaS application is accessed via a web 
browser on any device running any operating system. There are no setup 
costs, maintenance costs or implementation delays. There is no requirement 
for IT support – software updates are applied automatically and downtime is 
negligible.

Onshape is a true SaaS product development platform, where the software and 
the data are served from a central location. Security, lost references, crashes and 
corrupted data are never an issue. Onshape’s cloud-native architecture enables 
real-time collaboration, simultaneous editing, instant and secure sharing, version 
control and release management. It’s an all-in-one solution that addresses 
the needs of design teams and engineering companies of all sizes – bringing 
together design, data management, collaboration tools and real-time analytics.

SaaS gives you instant access to all project data from anywhere in the world. 
For mobile teams, it means:

Not having to worry about having the right software installed;

Not being tethered to a desk;

Being able to share data with others rather than copying and emailing;

Being able to collaborate in real time with your coworkers.

With SaaS, all data processing operations are carried out remotely in the cloud. 
No data is ever transmitted or downloaded locally to any user’s computer or 
mobile device, keeping sensitive data secure at all times. SaaS applications, 
such as Onshape, implement strict security measures that go way beyond 
what most companies are able to implement or afford on their own.

What is Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)?

https://www.onshape.com/resources/ebooks/how-safe-is-your-cad-data
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Sometimes, we all need to work away from our desks. Maybe your 3D 
printer is at the other end of the building. Maybe you need to visit another 
site to go over a manufacturing issue or you’re on a plane while your 
team urgently needs your input. Accessibility is key with today’s modern 
design teams. Ideally, your entire CAD system should always travel with 
you wherever you go, on your laptop or mobile device (or even somebody 
else’s laptop or mobile device).

Onshape is device independent – design data can be accessed from 
anywhere via a web browser on Mac, PC, Linux or Chromebook, and via 
dedicated apps for iOS and Android tablets and phones. It’s the only 
enterprise-grade 3D CAD system that lets you truly “CAD Anywhere” and 
capture every design idea whenever and wherever inspiration strikes.

So, given all these device choices, why would you choose to CAD on mobile 
instead of that giant screen on your desk? Sometimes, it’s a necessity – 
you’re not always in the office, you don’t always have your laptop. But let’s 
face it, how many of us leave home without our phones?

CAD on Mobile
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A mouse, a full-size keyboard and a 4K monitor certainly makes 3D CAD 
easier to use. That’s a given. If you’re sitting at your desk, then it makes 
perfect sense. However, a CAD system that lets you edit your designs 
anywhere on any device opens up many new opportunities that were 
never available before. Onshape gives you the flexibility to leverage 
valuable design assets throughout your business, in areas such as:

Sales – Using Onshape on a tablet or phone, sales executives can meet 
with customers in any location and discuss proposals and options with 
fingertip access to your entire product portfolio.  

Manufacturing – Mobile devices can all but eliminate paper on the 
shop floor. Using Onshape as the only source of truth in all areas of your 
business can reduce rework and scrap.

Field Service Engineers – On the shop floor or at a customer site, Field 
Service Engineers can use the readily accessible data in Onshape through 
their mobile device.

Design teams – With design teams being involved more in customer-
facing activities, making or approving changes on-the-go helps to keep 
projects moving and deadlines in check.

Customers – You can keep your customers in the loop when designing 
bespoke equipment. Having View and Comment access to your designs 
in real time can help avert any issues early on.

CAD ON MOBILE
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How Are CAD Viewers Different?

Some of the above scenarios will only ever require view-only access to your 
data, and viewing apps for CAD models have been around since the dawn 
of the iPhone. Search the Apple App Store or Google Play Store and you’ll 
find a plethora of mobile CAD viewers. These viewers are great at what they 
do, but that’s just what they are, viewers.

Some let you view, some let you measure, some let you add comments. 
What you’re viewing on screen is not the real CAD model – there are no 
features, nothing to modify or edit – just a converted viewer file containing 
an approximate graphical representation. If you’re a project manager or 
a customer and all you need to do is to take a quick look at the latest 
design changes or perhaps suggest a few modifications, then a viewer will 
probably be sufficient. Spare a thought though, for the engineer you are 
“collaborating” with.

All these viewers have one thing in common – they all download a 
graphics-only file locally to the device before displaying it on screen. If it’s 
a big file, that could take some time to download and may use up lots of 
resources, not only your mobile data, but also memory resources on the 
device causing the viewing app to run out of memory and crash. Every time 
a new version of a design is available, these files need to be exported from 
the designer’s CAD system in a proprietary graphics-only format and then 
either distributed via email or uploaded to a location that is accessible by 
the intended recipient who must download it again and waste more of their 
mobile data allowance.

If you’re working with lots of partners or suppliers who use different CAD 
systems, you’ll need to download and install multiple CAD viewers to be 
able to view each type of file.

Meanwhile, the engineer back at the office dealing with these graphics-only 
viewer files is not in a good place. Exporting these files from a CAD system is 
usually a laborious, time-consuming activity requiring the engineer to be on-
call at all times to ensure that only the latest version of each file is available 
for download. If files are being sent by email, it’s not possible to recall older 
versions attached to out-of-date emails, so there’s always the chance that 
somebody could make a decision based on outdated information.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/onshape-3d-cad/id923421284
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onshape.app&hl=en_US
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You can automate this process somewhat if you have purchased, configured 
and customized your vendor’s PDM system to run macros when a new 
revision is created, but this takes considerable time to set up and ties up 
one of your CAD licenses every time a new file needs to be generated.

Some viewing apps let you add comments to suggest design changes. 
These comments must then be emailed back to the engineer to implement 
the changes. If the engineer is available to act on the request, each comment 
must be interpreted, transformed into actual CAD geometry, exported as a 
graphics-only file once more and sent back for approval. As a customer 
or consumer of this data, all you can do is sit and wait and hope that your 
comments are interpreted correctly. This is a less than ideal workflow and 
may take several attempts going back and forth before a design change is 
implemented successfully.

This repetitive workflow is a classic example of your best 
engineers getting involved in IT minutia when they should 
be spending their valuable time doing what they do best – 
designing. 

All this can be avoided if you use a lightweight mobile app that lets you edit 
your designs in real time and doesn’t need to download large data files. All 
this can be avoided if you use Onshape.

HOW ARE  
CAD VIEWERS  
DIFFERENT?

“I recommend Onshape to everyone I know 
that uses CAD. The fact that it is web-based 
allows you to do work almost anywhere or on 
any device. I loved using it for freelance work. I’d 
be on my phone with the client making edits in 
real-time.”

– Brandon Petersen, 
    Director of Marketing

source: G2.com

https://www.g2.com/products/onshape/reviews?utf8=✓&order=g2_default&filters%5Bcomment_answer_values%5D=mobile#survey-response-224894
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Onshape is a Complete CAD System  
in Your Pocket

It’s worth repeating that the Onshape mobile app is not a CAD viewer. It’s 
a fully functional CAD system in the palm of your hand. Any user with edit 
permissions can create or modify entire design projects in real time with 
minimal hardware requirements.

You would expect a 3D CAD system this powerful to be gigabytes in size. 
However, the Onshape mobile app is just a few megabytes so it can be 
easily installed on multiple devices without taking up too much space. 
This is made possible by Onshape’s SaaS architecture, central data 
repository and the massive parallel processing power of the cloud. The 
tiny mobile app displays 3D graphics and collects user input – that’s it. 
All the heavy lifting, model regeneration and large assembly management 
all takes place in the cloud, so you don’t need a fast device or even a fast 
internet connection. A 3G cellular connection is bearable, a 4G connection 
works great, 5G is amazing and WiFi is available almost everywhere, even 
on transatlantic flights, so using CAD on mobile is becoming more and 
more popular.

As a testament to the popularity of mobile CAD, 1 in every 
8 sessions of Onshape is signed in on a phone or tablet.
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That statistic doesn’t represent just viewing – that’s actual designing 
and editing. This data, plus feedback from companies who rely on this 
technology, tells us that CAD on mobile is not a gimmick or a toy, but 
something that Onshape users value and make use of every day. 

Onshape doesn’t even have a CAD viewer. It offers only real-time, multi-
user 3D CAD. You can view, measure, and comment if you prefer, but 
you can also create, edit, version control and branch your designs in real 
time on a mobile device. With this approach, there’s no interpretation, no 
miscommunication, no project delays and no waiting for others.

Some companies operate a “Bring Your Own Device” policy where each 
employee is able to use their own personal device to access the company 
network. Onshape fits perfectly into this way of working, since anyone 
can install the mobile app on their device with no additional security 
requirements. Each person’s unique sign-in credentials secures the 
company data. Since there are no files to download and all data is stored 
on the cloud, data protection is assured.

ONSHAPE IS  
A COMPLETE  
CAD SYSTEM 
IN YOUR POCKET

“Mobile CAD access has helped us improve communications when the team is spread 
out. Previously, our workflow would have involved someone in the office making 
drawings or capturing images of the model and emailing them to team members 
in the field for feedback. This process could take multiple iterations and slow down 
the design process by days. Now we are able to look at the same model and quickly 
discuss changes on the fly.”

– William Rae, RPS.

a leading global professional services firm.

http://www.rpsgroup.com/Energy/Services/Operations-Support/Metocean-and-Oceanography.aspx
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Hiring World-Class Talent

A few of you might be thinking, “I have no need to CAD on mobile, so how 
does Onshape benefit me?”

While it’s nice to have all your employees under one roof and working 
closely together, hiring people who live near to the office does not always 
provide you with the pool of talent you need to take your business to the 
next level. Whether you are looking to employ permanent staff, contractors, 
or onboard a new supplier, you literally have the whole world to choose 
from. So why restrict your choices?

The number of remote workers employed by businesses is on the rise. The 
internet has seen to that. The proliferation of laptop computers and mobile 
devices means you can still work together on the same projects and meet 
through video conferencing just as if you’re working in the same office. 
Sure, there are no chance water-cooler discussions and hallway meetings 
which can quite often spark great ideas, but relying on remote workers 
means you can hire the best people with the most relevant experience, 
regardless of where they live or work.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/15/us/remote-workers-work-from-home.html
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The cloud, of course, is the enabling technology that makes all this happen. 
There are already many areas of a typical business that rely on SaaS 
solutions to help remote employees be more efficient and keep in sync with 
the rest of the company. Think about how many business applications you 
can access right now using just your web browser or smartphone. If you’re 
in sales, it’s highly likely that you use a service like Salesforce to access 
all the customer and prospect information you need at any time and from 
anywhere. Perfect for those road-warriors who are never in the office. 

The same approach that benefits so many other professions should apply 
to engineering, too. 

The traditional way of CAD onboarding has looked something like this:

Raise a purchase order for another CAD license and fax it to your  
Value Added Reseller

Wait until they process your order and request the license code  
from the vendor

Source new hardware powerful enough to run 3D CAD

Build the new hardware with virus protection and other company  
security measures

Download, install, and setup the CAD system and PDM software

Ship the hardware to the new employee

Dedicate time and IT support to get the system and the user up  
and running

HIRING 
WORLD-CLASS
TALENT

This could take anywhere from a few days to a couple of weeks. In the 
meantime, your new design engineer is twiddling their thumbs and not 
doing the work he or she is being paid to do. That loss of productivity plus 
the cost of acquiring a CAD system for them to use all adds up. If a remote 
employee leaves, a contractor’s term expires or a team member moves on 
to another project, you’ll need to pay all over again to recover your property 
– not just the CAD workstation you shipped to them, but also the untold 
costs related to the potential misuse of the sensitive IP contained in the 
CAD files they made copies of as part of their everyday work duties.

http://www.salesforce.com/
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Now compare that to the way a modern design platform like Onshape 
helps with onboarding:

Enter your new hire’s company email address.

That’s it!  No more steps. 

Within moments, they will receive an email asking them to create a 
password. Once signed in, they are immediately up and running with all 
the project data you have given them permission to access. You may still 
want to send them a laptop for all the other work they have to do, but in the 
meantime they can use their smartphone, tablet, or Auntie’s computer to 
work on their CAD projects until it arrives.

Now, if a remote employee leaves, a contractor’s term expires or a team 
member moves on to another project, you can revoke access to certain 
documents or revoke access to everything, just by clicking the “x” next to 
their name. Since there are no CAD files, there are no worries about losing 
control of your most valuable asset, your data.

HIRING 
WORLD-CLASS
TALENT
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Real-Time Collaboration Anytime,  
Anywhere

If your CAD system uses files, there is no such thing as real-time 
collaboration or concurrent engineering – no matter what your CAD 
vendor’s marketing team tells you.

A file is always locked once it is open and that applies to any desktop 
software application, not just CAD. This is the way it has always been to 
protect files from corruption. This “security feature” makes it impossible 
to collaborate in real time. While a file is open, nobody else can edit the 
same file at the same time.

Your only option is to wait until your colleague has finished editing the file. 
Only then are you able to make your edits or make copies of the files and 
work on them independently. But waiting really isn’t much of an option, 
is it? It causes frustration, while editing by others may unintentionally 
invalidate your work. Copying files causes further conflicts and mayhem. 
Consolidating changes made to multiple copies of files is an arduous 
task, not to mention the security issues related to multiple copies of files 
left on hard drives and other devices in places you would never imagine 
them to be in.

The only way to enable real-time collaboration is to 
employ a design platform with a real-time database. 

This enables multiple people to edit the same Document, Assembly, Part 
or Sketch all at the same time. Conflicts are resolved in real time and 
design changes by others update on everyone’s screen moments after 
a change has been made. This is the only true way to collaborate. Every 
change is recorded, so you always have a complete audit trail of design 
decisions made by every member of the team. Any change can be undone 
at any time, giving you unlimited undo/redo control of your design data.
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The process for collaborating with others, even with those who have no 
previous CAD experience, is simple with Onshape: simply click the “Share” 
button, enter the recipient’s email address and assign View, Comment or 
Edit permissions. 

Here’s how it works:

Granular control of user permissions gives you complete control of 
your IP

Users are notified by email that they are invited to collaborate

User clicks the link in the email to open Onshape in a browser or on a 
mobile device

The Shared Document is opened

Onshape is not just for engineers – many other departments and job 
functions can also take advantage of live, real-time product design data. 
Sales can use their mobile devices to address customer issues on site by 
either making the changes themselves or by calling the engineer in the 
office to request a change. Design reviews are no longer reactive, where 
notes are taken and changes are made afterwards – design changes can 
be made in real-time.

Everybody in the room and everybody working remotely can watch together 
as the product evolves.

REAL-TIME
COLLABORATION 
ANYTIME,  
ANYWHERE

“Onshape’s performance on iPad Pro is faster than on my desktop. I feel 
more connected to what I am designing. There’s this ethereal block between 
me and a computer screen versus when I’m holding my iPad and interacting 
with it with my hands and my fingers – it’s a different experience and my 
creativity just flows better that way.”

– Coleman Fisher, Elite Ortho
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Managing Design Teams  
and Release Procedures

Onshape’s built-in data management tools enable teams to collaborate in real 
time, manage changes and conflicts efficiently, branch designs to work on 
Engineering Change Orders (ECOs), and revision control individual objects.

As part of the release management 
toolset, approvers and approval 
workflows can be predefined. When an 
engineer creates a release candidate and 
submits it for approval, all approvers on 
the list are notified by email. Clicking on 
the link will open the release candidate 
dialog in Onshape and give each 
approver the option to open and review 
each Document. Once complete, the 
approver can then return to the release 
candidate and either approve or reject 
the submission. If the approval workflow 
is multi-level, requiring the approval 
of several layers of management, the 
release candidate is passed on to the 
next approver in the workflow.

Approval workflows and notifications are 
nothing new. Product Data Management 
(PDM) systems have had these 
capabilities for years. However, when 
you’re dealing with files, reviewing a 
release candidate requires you to have 
access to the PDM system and the latest 
version of the CAD software or CAD 
viewer installed and licensed, and more 
importantly, for you to be at your desk in 
order to approve the latest design.
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Onshape’s SaaS architecture enables all design activities, including 
approving release candidates, to be carried out on any available device. 
This means that managers and executives do not need to be tethered to 
their desks in order to sign-off the latest designs. It doesn’t matter where 
you are – taxis, airports, hotels, etc. – to get anytime and anywhere 

access. Your project does not need 
to be put on hold while waiting for 
management approvals.

In addition, Onshape Enterprise 
records project details, duration, 
release status, team activity, 
supplier access, and more. In short, 
any activity that touches your data 
is logged and presented in easy-to-
read graphs, tables and charts that 
can be viewed and interacted with 
on mobile. This gives managers 
and executives complete visibility 
into who did what and when, how 
engineering efforts are trending 
over time, and who is contributing 
in what ways, enabling real-time 
resource allocation to get a project 
finished on time.

Approving a release on an 
Android tablet.

MANAGING 
DESIGN TEAMS  
AND RELEASE  
PROCEDURES 
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How Can Mobile CAD Impact  
Your Work-Life Balance?

Keeping employees happy and engaged is not just about providing 
challenging work, it has a lot to do with maintaining a healthy work-life 
balance. Everybody wants to feel like they are making a difference at work, 
but nobody wants it to take over their life.

With the advent of mobile computing devices, email has become the 
bugbear of many families. One employee working late at night, perhaps 
preparing a presentation for the next day, may send emails requesting or 
providing information. No inconvenience intended, it’s just a good way to 
catch everyone’s attention first thing in the morning. Unfortunately, email 
makes your phone go “ping.” Only the most disciplined can resist the urge 
to pick up the phone and glance at the notification. If the email header 
sounds interesting or urgent, chances are it gets opened. Now you’re in a 
quandary. Do you answer that email at the risk of upsetting your family?

Onshape Enterprise 
enables companies 
to make informed, 
data-driven business 
decisions from 
anywhere on any 
device.
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Ironically, these are many of the challenges of striking the correct work-
life balance, not only for yourself, but for all your colleagues too.

So does mobile CAD help? It depends on the situation. Keeping work only 
to work hours has its pros and cons. The pros are that you never have to 
take your work home. The cons are having to stay late in the evening or 
work weekends at the office because an important deadline is looming.

The flipside is that giving everyone the freedom to access their work tools 
from any device enables you to give them more freedom out of the office. 
Working from home today? No problem. Sat at the airport for hours? Get 
some meaningful work done. Car in for a service? No need to take the 
afternoon off. This flexibility gives employees more freedom to get their 
work done on time and to fit it in around their hectic lifestyles.

HOW CAN  
MOBILE CAD  
IMPACT YOUR  
WORK-LIFE  
BALANCE?

“If we’re sitting in the factory trying to figure out 
how a robot goes together, we can pull up the 
model on our phone and solve the problem right 
there. Being able to use Onshape in the field is 
very unique and very new and it’s really helped 
us leverage our time and make us faster. We 
don’t have to put big drawings books together 
and take them with us anymore. We can make 
changes on the fly to whatever we need without 
having to go back to a CAD station.”

– Matthew Bush, 
    Co-Founder and COO
    Hirebotics

https://www.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2019
https://www.hirebotics.com/
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So what’s wrong with mobile web browsers?  
You might assume that because we perfected  
running Onshape through a web browser on a  
Mac or PC, the easiest thing to do would be to  
use the web browser built into your phone.  
Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as that.

First, mobile browsers do not support WebGL  
very well, if at all. This is a key component for  
rendering large assemblies on screen. By using  
a dedicated mobile app for iOS and Android,  
Onshape is able to access and optimize the  
built-in graphics engine for each device.  
On some devices, you may find that graphics  
performance is better than your laptop!

Second, multi-touch gesture support in mobile  
browsers does not meet the needs for editing  
complex 3D CAD designs on small form factor  
devices. With a dedicated app, we can optimize  
every aspect of the user interface for touch.  
One of the powerful usability tools within the  
Onshape app is the crosshairs used for selection.  
Most interaction with UI elements and large  
geometric features can be done with a simple  
touch, but for those finer details, pressing and  
holding activates the crosshairs.

If you have an iPad Pro with Apple Pencil or an  
iPhone with Apple’s 3D Touch feature, you can  
zoom in on small details while you make a  
selection – a huge productivity gain.

Why Does Onshape 
Have Mobile Apps?

Accurate selection using crosshairs  
and Apple’s 3D Touch

https://www.onshape.com/cad-blog/cad-for-ipad
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WHY DOES ONSHAPE HAVE MOBILE APPS?
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Every few weeks, we release a new update to Onshape. Typically, it’s every 
three weeks and on average, there are about a dozen new customer-driven 
improvements. In addition to these improvements, we also update our mobile 
apps. Anyone who follows the Onshape Blog closely will be familiar with our 
“What’s New” format: a string of in-depth videos with practical examples of how 
to use each new improvement. Although some of these new improvements 
may not be immediately available on Onshape Mobile, they are quickly added 
there as well.

The reason for the slight delay is that Onshape’s mobile development team 
needs to create an optimized, easy-to-use interface for each new feature so it 
is customized to fit in natively with both iOS and Android. Some new features 
in Onshape may not appear on mobile for a few weeks. However, if you are 
collaborating with someone who is using the web browser version of Onshape, 
any models created with the newest features can still be edited on mobile.

If you receive an email asking you to collaborate on a project using Onshape, 
even if you don’t have the Onshape mobile app installed on your device, clicking 
the link in the email will open the Document in your device’s web browser. For 
the reasons stated above, it is highly recommended that you install the mobile 
app. You can download the app from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

Once installed, you can sign in using your Onshape credentials and even opt 
for fingerprint or facial recognition to unlock your device. Now when you click 
a link in an email, the mobile app will take over.

Why Are Some Features Not Available 
in the Mobile Apps?

How Can I Get the Onshape  
Mobile Apps – iOS and Android?

https://www.onshape.com/cad-blog/topic/whats-new
https://www.onshape.com/cad-blog
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/onshape-3d-cad/id923421284
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onshape.app&hl=en_US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onshape.app&hl=en_US
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/onshape-3d-cad/id923421284
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Built from scratch, Onshape is the only cloud-native 
product development platform using the latest cloud, 
web, and mobile technologies to complement the 
way today’s professional design teams, engineers 
and manufacturers really work.

Onshape is an all-in-one solution that addresses 
the needs of design teams and engineering 
companies of all sizes, bringing together design, 
data management, collaboration tools and real-time 
analytics. No other product development platform 
has this level of capability with this level of flexibility.

ABOUT ONSHAPE

Onshape’s collaboration tools enable teams to explore 
alternative design ideas in real time.
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Sign up for a free Onshape Professional Trial and experience 

the benefits of cloud-native product design today!

Onshape is the only 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
product development platform that 
combines powerful CAD tools with 
real-time data management, collaboration, 
and business analytics. Executives and managers 
can get up-to-the-minute progress reports on a 
project’s status and built-in version control 
prevents costly delays and manufacturing errors. 

GET A DEMO
GET STARTED

Onshape is a PTC Business.

http://www.onshape.com/lp/signup?utm_content=introductory-guide-to-cloud-native-product-development
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-demo-ad?utm_campaign=2019Q4-eBook-LeadersGuidetoPDM
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=cad-for-mobile-ebook&utm_campaign=2020Q3-eBook-CADforMobile
http://www.onshape.com/lp/signup?utm_content=introductory-guide-to-cloud-native-product-development
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=cad-for-mobile-ebook&utm_campaign=2020Q3-eBook-CADforMobile
https://www.ptc.com/en/

